
Brief report of ( aeasy.io and aens.io )

Thanks very much for the donation of Æternity Crypto Foundation. The following is my

brief report on the two projects

AEASY :

AENS :



Links and features

Project : https://aeasy.io

Introduce : It is a fast tool to help new blockchain developers to realize blockchain

project. It USES HTTP request as a quick call to the receiver, so there is no need to

understand the blockchain principle, etc. It can be used quickly, the code is completely

open source, complies with open source protocol, and does not store any private

key ,You can also quickly publish AEX9 TOKEN

Project : https://aens.io

Introduce : Domain name management system, can quickly view the basic information

of the domain name, expiration time, renewal, registration and other operations

Time spent

I can't remember how much time I spent on the project. I worked almost 8 hours a day

since the project was born. If so, I have to spend at least 800+ hours on THE AE

ecology project, but I have also made progress and learned a lot of knowledge. I am

very happy about it. Thank YOU, AE

Contributions and achievements

Since its inception, Aeasy has helped create 600+ users on the chain

There are about 33 project parties using Aeasy

Five projects have used Aeasy to post their own tokens

There are hundreds of users using Aens.io for management and renewal operations,

https://aeasy.io
https://aens.io


up to thousands of renewals

At present, the project has been running stably for several months without any

problem

Trapped which points and Suggestions

In the process of development, the materials are relatively small, so we can only

check some official materials. In fact, we can also offer rewards for the community

to help trigger some more, such as the establishment of AE enthusiasts website,

which can greatly save time for learning.
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